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1. 	 Answer the following questions: 

(a) Summarize Maxwell's equations in differential fonn. (5%) 

(b) What is the Poynting vector? Interpret Poynting's theorem. (5%) 

(c) Briefly describe the phenomenon of polarization in a dielectric material. What are 

the different kinds of polarization? (5%) 

(d) What is the basis behind the construction of the Smith chart? (50/0) 

(e) Explain TE, TM and TEM waves. (5%) 

(f) State Poisson's equation. How is it derived? (5%) 

2. 	 Charge is distributed with density P = Po (r I a)2, where Po is a constant, in the 

sphere r < a. Find displacement field D everywhere and plot Dr versus r. (16%) 

3. 	 For the electric field E = EOa ycos[3n x lOSt + 0.2n(4x + 3z)] in free space, find the 

associate magnetic field intensity vector. (10%) 
4. 	 A boundary separated free space from a perfect dielectric medium. At a point on the 

boundary, the electric field intensity on the free space side is 

EI =Eo (4ax+2ay+5a:;), whereas on the dielectric side, it is E2 =3Eo(ax +aJ, 

where Eo is a constant. Find the pennittivity of the dielectric medium. (160/0) 

5. 	 An infinitely long, uniformly wound solenoid of radius a and having, N turns per unit 
length carries a current I. Find the inductance per unit length of the solenoid. Assume· 

air core (fl = flo ). (10%
) 
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6. In the arrangement shown below, a uniform plane wave having the electric field 

Ei :::: Eo cos(457l" X 108 t -157l"z)cos(157l" X 108 t - 57l"z )ax Vim 

is incident on the interface at z:::: 0 . Find the fraction of the incident time-average 
power reflected back into medium 1 and the fraction transmitted into medium 3. [Hint: 
You may use the properties of quarter-wave and half-wave sections in a transmission 
line system.] (180/0) 
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Some formula for your reference: 

cosacosfJ::::..!.-[cos(a+fJ)+cos(a fJ)]
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